CRACK THE CODE

Use the numbers to find the letters that spell out the secret code. Find the answer below this box!
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DID YOU KNOW?
TY COBB
Did you know that Detroit Tigers legend Ty Cobb owns the record for the highest career batting average? When Cobb retired in 1928, his lifetime batting average was .366, which is No. 1 all-time.

TIGERS FUN FACT
ON THE SPOT
White spots on the backs of tigers’ ears are thought to function as “eyes” to ward off potential attackers from behind. They could also help tiger cubs follow their mothers through tall grass.

BASEBALL RIDDLES
Put on your thinking cap to solve these baseball riddles - then find the answers below this box!

RIDDLE 1
I’m an entertaining scene, that can happen when one starts to lean, next to your sandwich long and green or just someone in-between. What am I?

RIDDLE 2
An exciting way to score a run, a crazy hop may get you one, unlike most I’m a blast but the hitter must be fast. What am I?

RIDDLE 3
I never happen with two outs, an early departure could make you pout, when the ball is in the air, test an arm if you dare. What am I?